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Arrest Made in North Little Rock Bank Robbery

North Little Rock, AR (December 1, 2021) — On December 1, 2021, members of the Knoxville Police Department took Ombleo Daniels (50 years old - W/M) into custody on a warrant for Robbery out of North Little Rock. Daniels was wanted in connection with the robbery of the US Bank (1 Riverfront Place) on November 22, 2021.

Extradition back to Arkansas is unknown at this time.

This investigation is still ongoing, and more information regarding this incident will be released as it becomes available.

########################################

North Little Rock Police Investigating Bank Robbery Suspect

North Little Rock, AR (November 22, 2021) — On November 22nd North Little Rock Detectives identified Ombleo Daniels (50 years old - W/M) in connection with the robbery of the US Bank (1 Riverfront Place) earlier this morning. An active felony warrant for Robbery has been issued for Daniels. He may be driving a black 2017 Dodge Ram pickup, displaying Montana license plate 60868B and pulling an unknown make/model travel trailer.

Daniels has numerous tattoos, to include a large tattoo on the right side of his neck and roman numerals on each of the fingers of his right hand (below the knuckle). The current whereabouts of Daniels are unknown at this time, but he has addresses out of California and Montana.

We encourage anyone with information on the location of Daniels to contact Detective Jeff Coburn at (501) 771-7155 or the NLRPD tip line at (501) 680-8439. Those with information can remain anonymous.

This investigation is currently ongoing and further information will be released when it becomes available.
North Little Rock, AR (November 22, 2021) — On November 22nd at approximately 9:29am, Officers responded to the US Bank (1 Riverfront Place) for a bank robbery. The preliminary investigation indicates a white male subject entered the bank and presented a bank employee with a note demanding money. The suspect was given an undisclosed amount of money, and he left the bank on foot in an unknown direction of travel. There were no injuries during this incident and no weapon were displayed. The suspect is described as a white male, with multiple tattoos that included a visible one on his chest and Roman numeral symbols on each finger of his right hand.

We encourage anyone who may be able to identify this suspect or have additional information regarding this incident to contact Detective Jeff Coburn at (501) 771-7155 or the NLRPD tip line at (501) 680-8439. Those with information can remain anonymous.

This investigation is currently ongoing and further information will be released when it becomes available.